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Abstract
Many organizations employ lessons learned (LL)
processes to collect, analyze, store, and distribute,
validated experiential knowledge (lessons) of their
members that, when reused, can substantially improve
organizational decision processes. Unfortunately,
deployed LL systems do not facilitate lesson reuse and
fail to bring lessons to the attention of the users when
and where they are needed and applicable (i.e., they
fail to bridge the lesson distribution gap). Our
approach for solving this problem, named monitored
distribution, tightly integrates lesson distribution with
these decision processes. We describe a case-based
implementation of monitored distribution (ALDS) in a
plan authoring tool suite (HICAP). We evaluate its
utility in a simulated military planning domain. Our
results show that monitored distribution can
significantly improve plan evaluation measures for this
domain.

1 Introduction
Verified experiential lessons teach improvements about a
work practice [Fisher et al., 1998]. Many large government
(e.g., DOD, DOE, NASA) and private organizations
develop lessons learned (LL) systems to assist with the
knowledge management process of collecting, analyzing,
storing, distributing, and reusing lessons [Davenport and
Prusak, 1998; Weber et al., 2001a]. Lessons record tacit
experiential knowledge from an organization’s employees
whose knowledge might be lost when they leave the
company, shift projects, retire, or otherwise become
unavailable. It is often crucial to record lessons; lives are
sometimes saved by preventing recorded catastrophes from
recurring [DOE, 1999]. Thus, sharing lessons, even if they
are used infrequently, can be very important. LL processes
and systems are needed to assist with lesson sharing, which
can be complicated, especially for large organizations or
large lesson databases.
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Lessons are usually in unstructured text format, and
distribution is commonly supported using standalone text or
keyword retrieval tools that require users to “pull” lessons
from a repository. Unfortunately, problems with text
representations and with this approach to distribution
negatively affect lesson reuse, which results in widespread
underutilization [Weber et al., 2001a]. In particular, they
are responsible for what we term the lesson distribution gap.
This gap exists when an organization fails to properly
promote lesson reuse and available lessons are not deployed
when and where they are needed and applicable.
At least three approaches exist to eliminate this gap.
First, identified lessons can be incorporated directly into
doctrine, which defines the processes to be employed by an
organization’s members. The doctrine is updated to include
the knowledge contained in the lesson. For example, the
Army’s CALL Center [CALL, 2001] deploys teams of
lesson analysts and doctrine experts to perform such
updates. However, not all lessons can be incorporated into
rule-like doctrine (e.g., because they may be true
exceptions), and not all organizations have close working
relations between doctrine and lessons learned personnel.
A second way to bridge this gap involves “pushing”
lessons to potential users, such as via list servers (e.g.,
[SELLS, 2000]) or intelligent spiders. For example, two of
the DOE’s sites already employ portals containing spiders
[SELLS, 2000]. However, spiders are not integrated with
the decision support processes that the lessons target. Thus,
after retrieving lessons with a spider, users must
characterize the situations for which they are useful, recall
them when they encounter an applicable decision support
context, and interpret them correctly so that they are
properly reused. These are challenging tasks, requiring a
high level of expertise and time that most users do not have.
We investigate a third approach to bridging the lesson
distribution gap that involves tightly integrating the lesson
repository with a decision support tool. Our approach,
detailed in Section 2, requires inserting a monitor into the
decision support process so that it can determine when a
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Figure 1. Most lessons learned processes are separated from the
decision processes they support.

Figure 2. Monitored lesson distribution integrates the lessons
learned process with lesson-targeted decision processes.

lesson’s conditions are well matched by a decision context.
In Section 3, we describe a case-based implementation of
this monitored distribution approach in ALDS (Active
Lesson Delivery System), a module of the HICAP plan
authoring tool suite [Muñoz-Avila et al., 1999]. We describe
ALDS’s evaluation in Section 4, where we provide evidence
that it can significantly improve performance measures for
HICAP-generated plans for a simulated military planning
domain (i.e., noncombatant evacuation operations (NEOs)).
Based on a recent survey [Weber et al., 2001a] and
analysis of the AAAI’00 Workshop on Intelligent Lessons
Learned Systems [Aha and Weber, 2000], we believe that
monitored distribution is novel with respect to deployed LL
systems, and has great potential for deployment. We
discuss the implications of our findings and future research
issues in Section 5.

Existing, deployed LL systems do not support all processes
in a LLP. In particular, organizations typically do not
develop software to support verification or reuse. Instead,
they use electronic submission forms to facilitate lesson
collection, and use a standalone retrieval tool for lesson
distribution [Weber et al., 2001a]. Users interacting with
this standalone tool are expected to browse the stored
lessons, studying some that can assist them with their
decision-making processes. However, based on our
interviews and discussions with members of several LL
organizations (e.g., in the Navy, Joint Warfighting Center,
Department of Energy, and NASA), and many intended
users, we found that they do not use available standalone LL
systems, which are usually ineffective because (1) they
force users to master a separate process from the one they
are addressing, and (2) they impose the following unrealistic
assumptions:

2 Monitored Lessons Learned Processes

• Users are convinced that using an LL system is beneficial
(e.g., contain relevant lessons).
• Users have the time and skills to successfully retrieve
relevant lessons.
• Users can correctly interpret retrieved lessons and apply
them successfully.
• Users are reminded of the potential utility of lessons when
needed.

A lesson is a knowledge artifact that represents a validated
(i.e., factually and technically correct) distillation of a
person’s experience, either positive or negative, that, if
reused by others in their organization, could significantly
improve a process in that organization. In particular, it
identifies a specific design, process, or decision that reduces
or eliminates the potential for failures and mishaps, or
reinforces a positive result [Secchi et al., 1999]. The
knowledge management process involving lessons (i.e., the
lessons learned process (LLP)) implements strategies for
collecting, analyzing, storing, distributing, and reusing a
repository of lessons to continually support an
organization’s goals.
LLPs typically target decision-making or execution
processes for various types of user groups (i.e., managerial,
technical) and organizations (e.g., commercial, military). In
this paper, we focus on managing lessons to support
planning processes.
Flowcharts describing LLPs abound; organizations
produce them to communicate how lessons are to be
collected, analyzed, and distributed [SELLS, 2000; Fisher et
al., 1998; Secchi, 1999]. Figure 1 displays a typical LLP,
composed of the five sub-processes mentioned above, where
reuse does not take place in the same environment as the
other sub-processes.
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We believe that lessons should be shared when and where
they are applicable, thus promoting their reuse. This
motivated us to develop an architecture for proactive,
integrated lesson distribution (Figure 2). In this monitored
distribution approach, reuse occurs in the same environment
as other sub-processes; the decision process and LLP are in
the same context. This embedded architecture has the
following characteristics/implications:
• The LLP interacts directly with the targeted decisionmaking processes, and users do not need to know that the
LL module exists nor learn how to use it.
• Users perform or plan their decision-making process
using a software tool.
• Lessons are brought to the user’s attention by an
embedded LL module in the decision-making
environment of the user’s decision support tool.
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• A lesson is suggested to the user only if it is applicable to
the user’s current decision-making task and if its
conditions are similar to the current conditions.
• The lesson may be applied automatically to the targeted
process.
This process shifts the burden of lesson distribution from a
user to the software, but requires an intelligent “monitoring”
module to determine whether/when a lesson should be
brought to a decision maker’s attention.

3 Implementation
We implemented the monitored distribution process in
ALDS, a module of HICAP [Muñoz-Avila et al., 1999].
This section details HICAP and then ALDS.

3.1

Plan authoring using HICAP

HICAP (Hierarchical Interactive Case-based Architecture
for Planning) is a multi-modal reasoning system that helps
users to refine a planning hierarchy [Muñoz-Avila et al.,
1999]. A hierarchy is represented as a triple H = {T,p,:},
where T is a set of tasks, p defines a (partial) ordering
relation on T, and t1:t2 means that t1 is a parent of t2 in T.
Task hierarchies are created in the context of a state
S={<q,a>+}, represented as a set of <question,answer>
pairs.
HICAP provides three ways to refine tasks into subtasks.
First, it supports manual task decomposition. Second, users
can decompose a selected task using HICAP’s interactive
case retriever (NaCoDAE/HTN), which involves iteratively
answering prompted questions that refer to state variables.
Third, users can select a generative planner (SHOP) to
automatically decompose t.

3.2

Abstractly, reusable lessons contain indexing and reuse
components. Indexing components include the target task
and the lesson’s applicability conditions. The reuse
components include a suggestion that defines how to reuse
an experience and an explanation that records how the
lesson was learned. This explanation can be used to justify
the lesson’s use in a new situation. In ALDS, a lesson is
indexed by the (target) task that it can modify and a set of
<question,answer> pairs defining its applicability
conditions, and contains a suggestion (e.g., a task
substitution) and the lesson’s originating event (i.e., the
explanation).
We use a case-based approach for lesson distribution
primarily because the indexing components (i.e., task and
conditions) must support a partial matching capability.
Furthermore, the applicability of a lesson depends on the
context of the task that it targets, which suggests using
domain-specific similarity functions.
Thus, if both the task and the conditions are a “good”
match to the current planning state, then the user should
consider decomposing the current task into the lesson’s
suggested subtasks. We borrowed NaCoDAE/HTN’s
similarity function for cases, and used a thresholded version
to define “good” (i.e., determine when a lesson should be
prompted to a user).
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Monitored lesson distribution using ALDS

Planning tasks (e.g., for military operations) involve several
decisions whose affect on plan performance variables (e.g.,
execution time) depends on a variety of state variables (e.g.,
available friendly forces). Without a complete domain
theory, HICAP cannot be guaranteed to produce a correct
plan for all possible states. However, obtaining a complete
domain theory is often difficult, if not impossible. In
addition to representing typical experiential knowledge,
lessons can help fill gaps in a domain theory so that, when
reused appropriately during planning, they can improve plan
performance. This is the motivation for applying lessons
while using HICAP.
Figure 3 summarizes the behavior of ALDS, the
monitored distribution module. ALDS monitors task
selections, decompositions, and state conditions to assess
similarities between them and the stored lessons. When a
stored lesson’s applicable decision matches the current
decision and its conditions are a good match with the
current state, then the lesson is brought to the user’s
attention to influence decision-making. When a user
implements a prompted lesson’s task decomposition (i.e.,
reusing the lesson), the current task hierarchy is modified
appropriately.
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Use Other
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Figure 3. HICAP’s lessons distribution sub-process,
implemented in ALDS, during plan elaboration.

4 Evaluation
We wanted to evaluate the hypothesis that the monitored
distribution approach (e.g., as implemented in ALDS) is
superior to the traditional standalone approach for lesson
distribution and promoting lesson reuse. For HICAP/ALDS,
this hypothesis requires evaluating the plans created by
operational users who use the two lesson distribution
approaches in repeated planning tasks. Dependent variables
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would include agreed-upon measures of plan quality, which
depend on the planning domain.
Unfortunately, HICAP/ALDS has not yet been
scheduled for testing in a military training exercise, which
prevents us from working with operational planners.
Therefore, we instead performed an evaluation using
simulated users on a simulated NEO (noncombatant
evacuation operations) domain. Sophisticated full-scale
NEO simulators do not yet exist. Therefore, we constructed
our own plan evaluator for a simulated NEO domain
(Section 4.1). This allowed us to evaluate HICAP/ALDS’s
plan authoring and lesson distribution capability for an
entire plan, rather than be limited to an evaluation on a
single task decomposition task [Muñoz-Avila et al., 1999].
Simulating how a user might benefit from a standalone
lesson distribution tool is difficult. Therefore, we instead
compared plan generation when using ALDS vs. not using it
(Section 5.2), where our revised hypothesis is that using
lessons will improve plan quality. This central hypothesis to
LLPs, although simple, has not been previously investigated
for lessons learned systems, and thus is appropriate for an
initial evaluation focus.

4.1

Methodology

The plans authored by HICAP concerned performing a
rescue mission where troops are grouped and move between
an initial location (the assembly point) and the NEO site
(where the evacuees are located), followed by evacuee relocation to a safe haven. 81 possible routes and 4 means of
transportation were encoded. In addition, other conditions
were determined during planning such as whether a
communications expert was available and the method for
processing evacuees. HICAP’s plans had 18 steps, and its
knowledge base included 6 operators, 22 methods, and 51
cases. We randomly selected 100 initial plan states (12
independent variables) and produced plans for each state
with the simulated user interacting with HICAP. This user
assigned, through task decomposition, an additional 18
variables (with from one to four values each) for each plan,
which required HICAP an average of about 40 seconds to
generate. The same set of initial states to produce plans in
HICAP was used (to guide task decomposition) both with
and without lessons. Each of the two sets of 100 plans (i.e.,
one set obtained using lessons, and the second set obtained
without using lessons) authored by HICAP was input to the
evaluator (Section 4.2). Due to the non-deterministic
behavior of the evaluator, we executed each plan ten times.
The version of HICAP used in this paper is
deterministic; given a state and a top-level goal (i.e.,
perform a NEO), it will always generate the same plan. A
simulated user interacts with HICAP by choosing task
decompositions to generate a plan, using the process shown
in Figure 3. In NaCoDAE/HTN conversations, it always
answers the top-ranking displayed question for which it has
an answer, and it answered questions until either none
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remained unanswered or until one of the solutions exceeded
a retrieval threshold, which we set to 50%.
We selected 11 lessons for our experiment, representing
a subset of approximately 56 NEO-related lessons from the
Active Navy lesson repository (containing 5120 lessons)
from the November 2000 copy of the unclassified Navy
Lessons Learned System. These were selected according to
their relevance to NEOs and their clarity, so that we could
recognize their relation to the plans authored using HICAP.
For example, one lesson was defined as:
Task: Standard Medical Inventory
• Applicability Conditions: (<q,a> pairs)
• Is the medical inventory of standard size or is it standard
minus 1/3? Yes
• Is the climate tropical? Yes
Suggestion: Add 1/3 to the medical inventory

4.2

Plan evaluation

We built a stochastic evaluator for NEO plans that take into
account general knowledge of the NEO domain and
computes the performance measures (described below). This
evaluator is not a simulator because it does not use specific
distributions for each type of event, but simply computes,
according to a uniform distribution, what are the expected
consequences of some choices in building a plan (i.e., the
causal chain of events that are generated by these choices
will influence each of the dependent variables differently).
We built the evaluator and the HICAP knowledge base for
mock NEOs based on available applicable lessons.
We defined plan quality based on official measures of
NEOs, which are planning domain dependent. These
measures are defined in the Universal Naval Task List
[UNTL, 1996] under measures of performance suggested
for Joint and Naval tasks. These measures primarily concern
execution duration and casualty rates. To avoid a redundant
evaluation, we have selected one measure for total duration
of the operation, one for duration until evacuees receive
medical assistance, and the percentage of casualties among
evacuees, friendly forces, and enemies. These summarize
the most important aspects suggested in the UNTL.
We defined bounds for variables based on actual NEOs.
For example, we limited the percentage of casualties that
occurred after a severe enemy attack takes place. Enemy
attacks will only be possible in two planning segments (out
of a total of five segments) and their likelihood increases
when users choose land transportation and decreases when
weather is troublesome. There is a small chance of a crash
when helicopters are used that increases if the weather is not
favorable; the resulting number of casualties is proportional
to the number of passengers in each aircraft. A long
planning segment flown by helicopter will have added the
time and risks associated with in-flight refueling (e.g.,
[Siegel, 1991]).

4.3

Results

As summarized in Table 1, ALDS using lessons
substantially improved the first four of five performance
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variables. A brief examination of the results (i.e., the first
run for each of the 100 plans), using a standard student’s t
test, revealed significant differences for both overall
duration (p<0.1, t=1.60, df=99) and duration until medical
assistance arrived (p<0.1, t=1.39). All lessons were used in
generated plans, and an average of approximately three
lessons were used per plan.
Table 1. Experimental results with the 100 plans.

mean duration
s.d.
mean duration
until medical asst.
s.d.
mean % casualties:
to evacuees
to friendly forces
to enemies

Without
lessons

With
lessons

% Reduction
with lessons

39h50
16h51
29h37

32h48
16h12
24h13

18
18

11h13
11.48

10h26
8.69

24

9.41
3.08

6.57
3.14

30
-2

The significance of an overall reduction of 24% in the
percentage of casualties among evacuees was estimated in
each plan based on the parameter number of evacuees,
which was randomly set to dozens, hundreds, or thousands.
Based on the number of evacuees selected for these
simulated NEOs, using the lessons reduced the average
number of casualties by 24, from 100 to 76.
These results suggest that the monitored distribution
approach can potentially generate better plans for realistic
problem domains (e.g., planning for NEO operations).
However, the experimental conditions were designed so that
lessons were available for a reasonable percentage of the
generated plans, and thus could be prompted to the
simulated HICAP user so that, when applied, they could
improve plan quality (with high probability). Nonetheless,
we expect that similar improvements may yield benefits in
plans for domains where safety issues and speed are
paramount to success.
The capabilities of certain learning algorithms can be
evaluated by varying dataset characteristics to determine
when certain learning algorithms can be expected to
perform well (e.g., [Aha, 1992]). Similarly, we plan to
characterize the set of experimental conditions for which
ALDS can use lessons to significantly improve plan
evaluation performance measures.

5 Discussion
This paper proposes a technology (i.e., case-based
reasoning) solution to part of a knowledge management
(KM) problem (i.e., managing lessons learned). However,
KM problems typically require challenging organizational
dynamics issues, and these require precedence in the context
of bridging the lesson distribution gap. Thus, monitored
distribution can at most play only one part of a much larger
solution.
Our evaluation of ALDS demonstrates how monitored
distribution, when embedded in a decision-making (i.e.,
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planning) process, can improve the results of that process.
Although we used simulated users in our experiments to
reduce human biases during the evaluation, we stress that
this is a mixed-initiative approach, where humans interact
with HICAP to generate plans. The unique aspect of ALDS
is that it allows users to execute a lesson’s suggestion (i.e.,
here, a task substitution), rather than limit them to simply
browsing the suggestion.
HICAP’s NaCoDAE/HTN module manipulates cases
that represent task decompositions corresponding to either
standard operating procedures or decompositions that were
derived from decision making during training exercises and
actual operations. In contrast, ALDS manipulates lessons
that capture experiences that, if reused, can significantly
improve the performance of subsequent plans. Unlike
cases, lessons are not conceptually limited to representing
task decompositions, but can be used to apply edits to any of
HICAP’s objects (e.g., resource assignments, resources, task
durations).
Several workshops (e.g., organized by the Department of
Energy, the European Space Agency, the Joint Warfighting
Center, and each branch of the armed services) have now
taken place on the topic of lessons learned. However, few
efforts on lessons learned systems have examined the
potential utility of AI (e.g., Vandeville and Shaikh [1999]
briefly mention using fuzzy set theory to analyze elicited
lessons), and there is a lack of closely related work to
monitored distribution. However, one recent workshop
brought attention to this area from an AI perspective [Aha
and Weber, 2000], and a few of its contributors touched on
issues related to proactive lesson distribution. For example,
Leake et al.’s [2000] CALVIN system implements a taskoriented LLP that collects lessons about research topics and
research results with an active distribution sub-process.
Like ALDS, CALVIN prompts users with suggestions (i.e.,
alternative WWW pages to browse) that can be immediately
executed. However, while CALVIN focuses on a diagnosis
task, ALDS operates in the context of a synthesis task (i.e.,
planning), and can potentially update any of the planning
scenario’s objects. Like both of these systems, Watson
[2000] also describes a case retrieval system, in this case for
extending Cool Air to distribute trouble tickets. However,
Cool Air does not operate in a mixed-initiative setting.
Some KM approaches [Reimer et al., 2000; Abecker et al.,
2000] also target distribution in the context of
organizational knowledge, but use formats that do not
support indexing.
Several limitations exist concerning our approach and its
implementation in ALDS. For example, lessons can be
complex, and suggest changes to a variety of objects in the
planning scenario. Although HICAP represents several
such objects (e.g., resources, resource assignments), it is
currently limited to processing only task substitution
lessons. In future implementations of HICAP and ALDS,
lessons will be able to represent suggestions that, when
applied, will not be limited to task substitution. For
example, a lesson might suggest a task decomposition, or
using an alternative resource assignment for a given task,
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recommend changing some temporal orderings of tasks, or
suggest edits to any of the objects used by HICAP to define
plans.
In addition, to be useful, our approach assumes that the
decision processes targeted by the lessons are managed by a
software tool, thus allowing integration with ALDS.
Furthermore, our approach requires identifying each
lesson’s indexing and reuse components, which requires
significant knowledge engineering effort. We are currently
developing lesson collection tools that reduce this effort.
Weber et al. [2001b] describe interactive elicitation
approaches that use taxonomies to guide lesson collection to
populate ALDS’s lesson repository.
In future work, we will conduct subject experiments that
compare the monitored distribution approach vs. traditional
keyword search tools for lesson distribution. We will also
demonstrate how monitored distribution is not restricted to
planning tasks.

6 Summary
We identified a problem with distributing lessons, called the
lesson distribution gap, which is crucial to many lessons
learned organizations. To address this problem, we
introduced an approach called monitored distribution, which
is characterized by a tight integration with a decision
support tool that manages processes that the lessons can
potentially improve. We implemented this approach in
ALDS, a case retrieval system, and evaluated its capability
in the context of a module for HICAP, a plan authoring tool.
Our experiments with a simulated military planning domain
(i.e., for noncombatant evacuation operations) showed that,
by using lessons, monitored distribution can help to
significantly improve plan performance measures. In
summary, we demonstrated a technology that brings lessons
to the attention of users when and where they are needed
and applicable.
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Abstract
Decision trees induced from stored cases are
increasingly used to guide case retrieval in casebased reasoning (CBR) systems for fault diagnosis
and product recommendation. In this paper, we refer
to such a decision tree as an identification tree when,
as often in practice, each of the faults to be identified,
or available products, is represented by a single case
in the case library. We evaluate common splitting
criteria for decision trees in the special case of
identification trees. We present simplified versions of
those that are most effective in reducing the average
path length of an identification tree, or equivalently,
the average number of questions asked when the tree
is used for problem solving. We also identify
conditions in which no such reduction is possible
with any splitting criterion.

1 Introduction
Interactive trouble-shooting, help-desk support, and internet
commerce represent the majority of fielded applications of
case-based reasoning (CBR) [Aha, 1998; Bergmann et al.,
1999; Watson, 1997]. Increasingly, decision trees induced
from stored cases are used to guide case retrieval with the
aim of minimizing the number of questions required to
identify a fault, or a product that meets the requirements of
the user. A problem-solving session takes the form of an
interactive dialog in which questions are presented in the
order determined by the decision tree and the user’s answers.
Algorithms for building decision trees are usually evaluated
in terms of predictive accuracy, whereas performance
measures like efficiency and precision of retrieval are often
more relevant in interactive CBR [Aha and Breslow, 1997;
Breslow and Aha, 1997; Doyle and Cunningham, 2000].
The ability to solve problems by asking a small number
of focused questions has been a major factor in the success
of help-desk applications of CBR [Watson, 1997]. In
on-line decision guides, minimizing the length of productselection dialogs is important not only to avoid frustration
for the user but also to reduce network traffic [Doyle and
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Cunningham, 2000]. Improving the clarity of explanations
is another good reason for minimizing the length of
problem–solving dialogs, without sacrificing solution
quality, in interactive CBR [Breslow and Aha, 1997].
We will refer to the task of a CBR system as an
identification task when, as often in practice, each of the
faults to be identified, or available products, is represented
by a single case in the case library. A decision tree for case
retrieval in an identification task will be called an
identification tree. Some researchers have questioned the
usefulness of algorithms for building decision trees when
instances in the data set are unlabelled; that is, not grouped
according to the outcome class to which they belong [Aha
and Breslow, 1997; Doyle and Cunningham, 2000].
However, an identification task can be regarded as a
classification task in which each fault or product to be
identified is a distinct outcome class. So, in principle, there
is no reason why algorithms for top-down induction of
decision trees cannot be used for building identification
trees.
Most decision-tree algorithms, though, are designed for
data sets with relatively small numbers of outcome classes,
each of which is usually represented by many instances in
the data set. In contrast, a data set for an identification task
is irreducible in the sense that the deletion of a single
instance means that the corresponding outcome class is no
longer represented in the data set. An important question,
therefore, is how the performance of decision-tree
algorithms is affected by irreducibility in the data set.
Most algorithms for building decision trees differ in the
criterion used to split the data set at a given node. In this
paper, we evaluate splitting criteria such as the information
gain criterion from ID3 [Quinlan, 1986] and the Gini
criterion from CART [Breiman et al., 1984] when used to
build identification trees from irreducible data sets. The
performance measure on which we focus is the average path
length of the identification tree, or equivalently, the average
number of questions asked when the tree is used for
problem solving.
In Section 2, we show that a substantial reduction in
average path length is possible in an irreducible data set
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year = 71
displacement = 100 to 149 : mercury capri 2000
displacement = 200 to 249 : plymouth satellite custom
displacement = 250 to 299 : chevrolet chevelle malibu
displacement = 400 or more : pontiac safari (sw)
year = 73 : oldsmobile vista cruiser
year = 74
acceleration = 10.0 to 14.9 : opel manta
acceleration = 15.0 to 19.9 : audi fox
year = 75
acceleration = 10.0 to 14.9 : volkswagen rabbit
acceleration = 15.0 to 19.9 : peugeot 504
year = 76 : ford granada ghia
year = 77 : ford mustang ii 2+2
year = 78
mpg = 15.0 to 19.9 : ford futura
mpg = 20.0 to 24.9 : buick century special
mpg = 30.0 to 34.9 : dodge omni
year = 79
displacement = 300 to 349 : dodge st. regis
displacement = 350 to 399 : cadillac eldorado
year = 80
origin = 1 : chevrolet citation
origin = 2 : audi 5000s (diesel)
year = 81
horsepower = 50 to 99 : plymouth champ
horsepower = 100 to 149 : oldsmobile cutlass ls
Figure 1. An identification tree for 20 automobiles selected at
random from the AutoMPG data set.

with information gain (InfoGain) as the splitting criterion.
We also identify conditions in which no such reduction is
possible with any splitting criterion. In Section 3, we
present simplified versions of the InfoGain and Gini criteria
for irreducible data sets, and identify another splitting
criterion that can never discriminate between attributes in an
irreducible data set. In Section 4, we present an empirical
comparison of splitting criteria for identification trees. We
discuss related work in Section 5, and present our
conclusions in Section 6.

2 Irreducible Data Sets
Whether a given data set is irreducible depends on which
attribute is defined as the class attribute. For example, the
class attribute in the AutoMPG data set from the UCI
repository [Blake and Merz, 1998] is normally miles per
gallon, which is not unique for every instance. However,
with the identity of each automobile as the class attribute,
the data set is irreducible. Most of the attributes in the data
set, such as year, acceleration and miles per gallon, are
features that one would expect to see in a CBR system for
recommending previously-owned automobiles.
There are missing values for only one attribute, namely
horsepower. To simplify our comparison of splitting
criteria, the six instances that have missing values for this
attribute were omitted from the data set in our experiments.
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However, we shall return to the issue of missing values in
our discussion of related work. Continuous attributes in the
data set were discretised by dividing their ranges into
intervals that seemed most natural for the expression of user
preferences. There is a trade-off in this process between
preserving the ability of the attributes to discriminate
between the available alternatives and limiting the number
of options from which the user is required to select.
Following the discretisation of continuous attributes, the
numbers of values of attributes in the data set are as shown
below.
year
mpg, displacement, weight
cylinders, horsepower
acceleration
origin

13
8
5
4
3

Although most instances in the data set can be uniquely
identified by these attributes, some have the same values for
all the attributes. A possible solution to this problem, which
is not uncommon in product data, is to present the user with
a list of recommended products when no attribute can
distinguish between those that remain [Doyle and
Cunningham, 2000].
Figure 1 shows an identification tree for 20 automobiles
selected at random from the 392 instances that have no
missing values in the AutoMPG data set. A point we would
like to emphasize is that the values of an attribute in a given
subset of a data set are those that are actually represented in
the subset. For example, some values of the attributes in the
AutoMPG data set, such as year = 72, are not represented in
the subset from which the example identification tree was
constructed. Similarly, displacement has only two values in
the smaller subset with year = 79.
The example identification tree was constructed with
InfoGain as the splitting criterion. The average path length
is only 1.9 compared with 4.2 for an identification tree
constructed with attributes selected purely at random. On
the other hand, it can be seen from the following proposition
that no splitting criterion can reduce the average path length
of an identification tree for a data set that is both irreducible
and complete. A data set is complete if every combination of
attribute values is represented in the data set [Cendrowska,
1987].
Proposition 1 In any identification tree for a data set that
is both irreducible and complete, the path length required to
identify a given instance is never less than the number of
attributes in the data set.
However, real-world data sets are seldom complete. For
example, the instances in the AutoMPG data set represent
less than 1 in 5,000 of the possible combinations of attribute
values. It is also worth noting that the problem does not
usually arise in data sets that are not irreducible. For
example, Cendrowska’s [1987] Contact Lens data set is
complete, but only a single test is required to reach one of
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the leaf nodes in the decision tree induced from the data set
with InfoGain as the splitting criterion.
With single instances at their leaf nodes, identification
trees tend to be larger than decision trees for classification
tasks. For data sets of realistic size, it is seldom feasible to
identify an optimal tree by exhaustive search. The worstcase scenario occurs when the data set is complete, although
in this case the average path length is always the same by
Proposition 1. The number of possible trees is more easily
determined if all attributes have the same number of values.
Proposition 2 For a data set that is both irreducible and
complete, and has k attributes each with r values, the
number of possible identification trees is

(k!) r
⋅
k r −1

Proof Since each outcome class is represented by a single
instance, the entropy of the data set is:
−

∑ n log n = log n
1

1

where n is the number of instances in the data set. Similarly,
the entropy of any subset of size k is log k . The expected
information gain when an attribute is used to split the data
set is therefore:
log n −

∑ p log k
i

i

i

= log n −

∑ p (log p + log n) = −∑ p log p
i

i

i

i

i

i

where k1, k2,..., kr are the frequencies of the attribute’s values
in the data set.
Corollary The gain ratio is the same for any attribute in an
irreducible data set.

3 Splitting Criteria for Identification Trees

3.2 The InfoGain Criterion

Measures used to define splitting criteria for building
decision trees include the entropy function:

Theorem 1 provides a simplified version of the InfoGain
criterion for irreducible data sets. As Theorem 2 shows, it
can alternatively be expressed in terms of the frequencies of
an attribute’s values in the data set.

−

∑q

j

log q j

j

and the Gini index:
1−

∑q

Theorem 2 In an irreducible data set, the InfoGain
criterion is equivalent to selecting the attribute for which:
2
j

∑ k log k
i

j

where q1, q2,..., qm are the proportions of the outcome
classes in the data set. The InfoGain criterion [Quinlan,
1986] selects the attribute that maximizes the expected gain
in information (or reduction in entropy) when used to split
the data set. Similarly, the Gini criterion [Breiman et al.,
1984] selects the attribute that maximizes the expected
reduction in the Gini index.

3.1 The Gain Ratio Criterion
To compensate for its bias towards attributes that have most
values, the InfoGain criterion was replaced in later versions
of ID3 and in C4.5 by the gain ratio criterion [Quinlan,
1993], in which the information gain for an attribute (with at
least average information gain) is divided by:

−∑ pi log pi

i

i

is minimum, where k1, k2,..., kr are the frequencies of the
attribute’s values in the data set.
Proof It follows from Theorem 1 that the expected
information gain for any attribute in an irreducible data set
is:
k
1
− ∑ pi log pi = − ∑ i (log ki − log n) = − ∑ ki log ki + log n
n
n i
i
i
where n is the size of the data set and p1, p2,..., pr are the
proportions of the attribute’s values in the data set.

3.3 The Gini Criterion
As the following theorem shows, the Gini criterion is
equivalent in an irreducible data set to selecting the attribute
with the largest number of values.

i

where p1, p2,..., pr are the proportions of the attribute’s
values in the data set. As the following theorem and
corollary show, all attributes in an irreducible data set are
equally good according to the gain ratio criterion. Gain ratio
can therefore be eliminated from consideration as a basis for
attribute selection in an irreducible data set.
Theorem 1 For any attribute in an irreducible data set, the
expected information gain is:
−

∑ p log p
i

i

i

Theorem 3 For any attribute in an irreducible data set, the
expected reduction in the Gini index is

r −1
, where n is the
n

size of the data set and r is the number of values of the
attribute.
Proof The Gini index for the data set is 1 −

∑n

1
2

= 1−

Similarly, the Gini index for a subset of size k is 1 −

1
.
n

1
. The
k

expected reduction in the Gini index when an attribute is
used to split the data set is therefore:

where p1, p2,..., pr are the proportions of the attribute’s
values in the data set.
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∑ k (1 − k ) = 1 − n − 1 + n =
1

1

r

i

i

i

r −1
n

where k1, k2,..., kr are the frequencies of the attribute’s values
in the data set.
At first sight, it may seem to follow from Theorem 3 that
the Gini criterion can be of no use as a basis for attribute
selection in an irreducible data set if all attributes in the data
set have the same number of values. However, as noted in
Section 2, the number of represented values of an attribute
decreases as the data set is partitioned. The Gini criterion
does therefore discriminate between attributes that initially
have equal numbers of values. In an irreducible data set in
which all attributes are binary, the Gini criterion is
equivalent to selecting any attribute that is capable of
splitting the current subset of the data set; that is, does not
have the same value for every instance in the current subset.
As we show in Section 4, this simple criterion, which we
call Reduce, is much better than selecting attributes purely
at random. In the latter strategy, the effect of selecting an
attribute for which all instances have the same value is to
increase the path length without reducing the size of the data
set.

4.1 The AutoMPG Data Set
Our first experiment compares the performance of the
splitting criteria on randomly generated subsets of the
AutoMPG data set ranging in size from 10 to 100 per cent.
As noted in Section 2, the data set is itself only a small
subset of the complete data set consisting of all
combinations of the attribute values.
Random

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

∑ k log k is minimum,
i

i

i

where k1, k2,..., kr are the frequencies of the attribute’s
values in the current subset
Gini:

Select the attribute that has most distinct values in the
current subset

Reduce:

Select any attribute that does not have the same value
for every instance in the current subset

Random:

Select an attribute purely at random

Our algorithm for building identification trees, called
Identify, works in a similar way to algorithms for top-down
induction of decision trees and can be used with any
splitting criterion. It recursively partitions the data set until a
subset is reached that contains only a single instance, or
none of the remaining attributes can discriminate between
the instances in the current subset, or all attributes have been
used in the Random strategy.
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We now present an empirical comparison of InfoGain and
Gini as splitting criteria for building identification trees
from irreducible data sets. Our experiments are based on the
simplified versions of InfoGain and Gini presented in
Section 3. A baseline for their evaluation is provided by a
tree-building strategy in which attributes are selected purely
at random. Also included in our evaluation is the Reduce
criterion which is equivalent to Gini for irreducible data sets
in which all attributes are binary. The strategies to be
compared are:
InfoGain: Select the attribute for which

InfoGain

7

10

4 Comparison of Splitting Criteria

Reduce

8

Average Path Length

1
1
(1 − ) −
n
n

Figure 2. Comparison of InfoGain, Random and Reduce on subsets
of the AutoMPG data set.

Average path lengths over 10 repeated trials for each
sample size are shown in Figure 2. The results for Gini are
not shown because they differ only slightly from those for
InfoGain. While InfoGain performed slightly better than
Gini for all sample sizes, its reduction in average path length
relative to Gini was never more than one per cent. On the
other hand, the Reduce criterion can be seen to provide a
considerable reduction in average path length compared
with selecting attributes purely at random. The additional
reduction provided by InfoGain, though relatively small, is
consistent over the range of sample sizes. While the average
path length of the InfoGain trees increases as sample size
increases, their efficiency is apparent even for the 100 per
cent sample.

4.2 Which Criterion is Best for Binary Attributes?
Our second experiment compares the performance of
InfoGain and Gini on irreducible data sets in which all
attributes are binary. As noted in Section 3, Gini is
equivalent in such data sets to the Reduce criterion. The data
sets used in this experiment are randomly generated subsets
of a complete, irreducible data set with 12 binary attributes.
The class attribute is an integer that uniquely identifies each
of the 4096 instances in the data set. Average path lengths
for InfoGain and Gini over 10 repeated trials are shown in
Figure 3 for subsets of the complete data set ranging in size
from 10 to 100 per cent.
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Random

Gini

a single decision path. One advantage is that the user can
select the attribute they consider most important instead of
the one considered most useful by the system. In fault
diagnosis, another advantage of a demand-driven approach
to decision-tree induction is the system’s ability to select the
next most useful attribute to partition the case library when
the user is unable to answer the most useful question
[McSherry, 2001]. A demand-driven approach to the
construction of identification trees is expected to provide
similar benefits in a future version of Identify. The effects of
incomplete data on retrieval performance, however, remain
to be investigated.

InfoGain

Average Path Length
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The effectiveness of both splitting criteria can be seen to
decrease as sample size increases, with little reduction in
average path length for sample sizes greater than 70 per
cent. As predicted by our theoretical results, there is no
reduction in average path length for the 100 per cent sample.
However, for sample sizes less than 70 per cent, InfoGain
now gives a noticeable improvement in comparison with
Gini. The ability of Gini to almost match the performance of
InfoGain on subsets of the AutoMPG data set may therefore
be attributable to the absence of binary attributes in the data
set.

4.3 How Close to Optimal is InfoGain?
We can attempt to answer this question only for data sets in
which the number of attributes is small enough for optimal
trees to be identified by exhaustive search. The data sets in
our third experiment are randomly generated subsets of a
complete, irreducible data set in which each of 3 attributes
has 10 values. By Proposition 2, the number of possible
trees for any such data set is at most 3,072.
Figure 4 compares the average path length of InfoGain
trees and optimal trees for subsets ranging in size from 1 to
10 per cent of the complete 10 × 10 × 10 data set. Based on
averages over ten repeated trials, the results show that the
InfoGain trees are close to optimal. Of the 100 InfoGain
trees constructed in the experiment, 30 were optimal.

5 Related Work
Doyle and Cunningham [2000] applied a clustering
algorithm to product data before using InfoGain to construct
a decision tree. As shown by our results, however, InfoGain
is often very effective in reducing average path length when
applied directly to irreducible data sets. Doyle and
Cunningham used a demand-driven or lazy approach to
decision-tree induction, adapted from [Smyth and
Cunningham, 1994], in which an explicit decision tree is not
constructed. Instead, the user’s answers are used to construct
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Figure 3. Comparison of InfoGain, Gini and Random on subsets of
a complete data set with 12 binary attributes.
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Figure 4. Comparison of InfoGain trees and optimal trees for
subsets of a complete 10 × 10 × 10 data set.

Aha and Breslow [1997] used decision trees as an
intermediate representation to improve the quality of
conversational case libraries. In conversational CBR, the
problem of irreducibility addressed in this paper is often
complicated by the use of different features to describe
cases. In fault diagnosis, for example, certain attributes may
not be relevant or even meaningful for every case. The
result is a high frequency of unanswered questions, or
missing values, in cases. The splitting criterion used by Aha
and Breslow to address this problem selected the attribute
with fewest missing values. In the absence of missing
values, though, this criterion is at best equivalent to
selecting any attribute that is capable of splitting the data set
and therefore inferior to InfoGain as shown by our results.
In this paper, we have assumed the absence of missing
values to simplify our initial comparison of splitting criteria
for irreducible data sets. However, the impact of missing
values on retrieval performance is an important issue to be
addressed by further research.
Algorithms for building decision trees are usually
evaluated by dividing a data set into a training set that is
used to build a decision tree and a test set that is used to
assess its predictive accuracy [Breslow and Aha, 1997].
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However, an identification tree has no predictive accuracy;
that is, it can correctly identify only the instances from
which it was constructed. Evaluation in terms of predictive
accuracy is equally compromised by irreducibility in the
case library in CBR systems that rely on similarity-based
retrieval. Aha et al. [1998] propose a leave-one-in approach
to evaluating retrieval precision for conversational case
libraries in which most (or all) cases have unique solutions.
In their approach, each case is used as a test case but
without removing it from the case library during testing.
Precision is measured by how often the solution for the most
similar case matches the solution for the test case. We plan
to use a similar approach to the evaluation of precision in an
investigation of the effects of incomplete data and missing
values on retrieval performance in interactive CBR.

6 Conclusions
Minimizing the number of questions required to identify a
fault, or a product that meets the requirements of the user, is
an important objective in interactive CBR applications such
as fault diagnosis, help-desk support, and on-line decision
guides. Often in these applications, each case has a unique
solution or represents a unique product in the case library.
We have examined the performance of common splitting
criteria for building identification trees to guide the retrieval
of cases from such irreducible case libraries.
Our results show that the InfoGain criterion [Quinlan,
1986] is often more effective than other splitting criteria in
reducing average path length when used to build
identification trees from irreducible data sets. While the
Gini criterion [Breiman et al., 1984] appears to compete
well with InfoGain for attributes with several values, our
results suggest that InfoGain may be more effective for
binary attributes. The effectiveness of both criteria
decreases as a data set (or case library) approaches
completeness, and no reduction in average path length is
possible in an irreducible data set that is also complete.
We have shown that for irreducible data sets, InfoGain
and Gini can be expressed in terms of the frequencies of an
attribute’s values, thus providing a reduction in
computational effort that may be of particular benefit in online decision guides. Issues to be addressed by further
research include the effectiveness of techniques for
tolerating missing values in decision tree learning [Quinlan,
1989] in the special case of identification trees.
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Abstract
This paper describes SiN, a novel case-based
planning algorithm that combines conversational
case retrieval with generative planning. SiN is
provably correct, and can generate plans given an
incomplete domain theory by using cases to extend
that domain theory. SiN can also reason with
imperfect world-state information by incorporing
preferences into the cases. Our empirical validation
shows how these preferences affect plan quality.

1

Introduction

Generative planners traditionally require a complete domain
theory, which provides a clear semantics for the planner’s
inferencing mechanism. This allows a planner to be used in
different domains. However, in many planning domains,
developing a complete domain theory is infeasible.
In this paper we present a case-based planning algorithm
called SiN (SHOP integrated with NaCoDAE), which
integrates the SHOP generative planner [Nau et al., 1999]
with NaCoDAE, a conversational case retriever [Breslow &
Aha, 1997]. SiN is a provably correct algorithm that does
not require a complete domain theory nor complete
information about initial or intermediate world-states.
In addition to describing SiN, which has been
implemented in HICAP [Muñoz-Avila et al., 1999], we
present sufficient conditions to ensure its correctness, show
how SiN represents preferences in cases to generate plans in
the context of imperfect world state information, and
describe an empirical analysis that demonstrates the impact
of the preferences on plan quality.
In the following sections, we introduce some terminology,
detail SiN, including theoretical results on its semantics
with respect to incomplete domain theory, present SiN’s
empirical evaluation to show the role of preferences to
handle incomplete world state information, and discuss the
implications of these results.
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2

Motivation

SiN’s design was partly motivated by the following
characteristics of military planning operations.
• Military operations are strongly hierarchical [Mitchell
1997; Muñoz-Avila et al., 1999]. Thus, we chose to
represent plans using Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs)
[Erol et al., 1994].
• There is an incomplete domain theory, in the form of
general guidelines (doctrine) and standard operating
procedures (SOPs). However, neither doctrine nor SOPs
can be used to derive detailed tactical plans, which often
require knowledge about previous experiences. Thus, SiN
uses SHOP to perform first-principles reasoning and
NaCoDAE to employ previous experiences.
• Military planners do not have complete information about
the current situation; part of the planning includes
dynamic information gathering, typically to assess enemy
capabilities and/or deployment. In SiN, NaCODAE is
used to plan with an incomplete world state using
preferences, which we define in Section 4.

3

Notation and definitions

An HTN is a set of tasks and their ordering relations,
denoted as N=({t1,…,tm},<) (m≥0), where < is a binary
relation expressing temporal constraints between tasks.
Decomposable tasks are called compound, while nondecomposable tasks are called primitive.
A domain theory consists of methods and operators for
generating plans. A method is an expression of the form
M=(h,P,ST), where h (the method's head) is a compound
task, P is a set of preconditions, and ST is the set of M's
(children) subtasks. M is applicable to a task t, relative to a
state S (a set of ground atoms), iff matches(h,t,S) (i.e., h and
t have the same predicate and arity, and a consistent set of
bindings È exists that maps variables to values such that all
terms in h match their corresponding ground terms in t) and
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the preconditions P are satisfied in S (i.e., there exists a
consistent extension of È, named È', such that ∀ p∈P
{pÈ'∈S}), in which case M(t,S)=ST È'.
An operator is an expression of the form O=(h,aL,dL),
where h (the operator's head) is a primitive task, and aL and
dL are the so-called add- and delete-lists. These lists define
how the operator's application transforms the current state S:
every element in the add-list is added to S and every element
in the delete-list is removed from S. An operator O is
applicable to a task t, relative to a state S, iff matches(h,t,S).
A planning problem is a triple (T,S,D), where T is a set
of tasks, S is a state, and D is a domain theory. A plan is the
collection of primitive tasks obtained by decomposing all
compound tasks in a planning problem (T,S,D).

4

Cases in SiN

In many domains it is impossible to assume that a complete
domain theory of the world is known. For example, this is
true when planning for non-combatant evacuations (NEOs).
However, a partial domain theory exists for NEOs, and it
can be elicited from doctrine and standard operating
procedures [DOD, 1997].
Reasoning about parts of the domain for which no
domain theory is available is done through cases. A case C
is an instance of a method, denoted by C=(h,P,ST,Q), where
h, P, and ST are defined as for methods and Q is a set of
<question,answer> pairs. Q defines preferences for
matching a case to the current state. Preferences are useful
for ranking cases in the context of incomplete world states
and/or domain theories because, as we will show, they focus
users on providing relevant additional state information.

5

SiN mixed-initiative planner

SiN integrates SHOP and NaCoDAE’s task decomposition
algorithms. A single (current) state S is maintained in SiN
that is accessible to and updateable by both SHOP and
NaCoDAE. Answers given by the user during an interaction
with NaCoDAE are added to S (i.e., each question has a
translation into a ground atom). Changes to the state that
occur by applying SHOP's operators are also reflected in S.
SHOP generative planner. At any point during the
planning process, SHOP is refining a task list T’ relative to a
state S and a domain theory D. Initially, T’ is the set of tasks
T in the planning problem (T,S,D). SHOP performs ordered
task decomposition [Nau et al., 2000], meaning that the
tasks must be totally ordered (i.e., the < relation on HTNs is
a total order). SHOP also maintains the partial solution plan
p being derived (i.e., the primitive tasks in T’). Initially p is
empty. SHOP selects the first task t in T’ and continues as
follows:
• If t is primitive and has an applicable operator O, then O
is applied to t, S is updated accordingly, t is removed from
T’ and added to the end of p.
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• Else if t is compound and has an applicable method M
(that has not yet been applied to t), then M is applied,
which replaces t in T’ with M’s subtasks.
• Else if T’ is not empty, then SHOP backtracks.
• Else SHOP fails.
SHOP terminates when T’ is empty, in which case p is the
solution, or when SHOP tries to backtrack on a compound
task t whose applicable methods have been exhausted.
NaCoDAE mixed-initiative case retriever. Users interact
with NaCoDAE in conversations, which begin when the
user selects a task t. NaCoDAE responds by displaying the
top-ranked cases whose pre-conditions are satisfied and
whose heads match t. Cases are ranked according to their
similarity to the current state S, which is the state that exists
at that time during the conversation. Similarity is computed
for each case C by comparing the contents of S with Q, C’s
<q,a> preference pairs. (That is, each pair is represented as a
monadic atom in S, and similarity for a given <q,a>
preference pair becomes a membership test in S). NaCoDAE
also displays questions, whose answers are not known in S,
ranked according to their frequency among the top-ranked
cases. The user can select and answer (with a) any
displayed question q, which inserts <q,a> into S. This state
change subsequently modifies the case and question
rankings. A conversation ends when the user selects a case
C, at which time the task t is decomposed into ST (i.e., C's
subtasks).
SiN integrated planning algorithm. SiN receives as input
a set of tasks T, a state, S, and a knowledge base I∪B
consisting of an incomplete domain theory I and a collection
of cases B. The output is a solution plan p consisting of a
sequence of operators in I. Both SHOP and NaCoDAE
assist SiN with refining T into a plan. As does SHOP, SiN
maintains the set of tasks in T’ that have not been
decomposed and the partial solution plan p. At any point of
time, either SHOP or NaCoDAE is in control and is
focusing on a compound task t∈T’ to decompose. SiN
proceeds as follows:
• Rule # 1: If SHOP is in control and can decompose t, it
does so and retains control. If SHOP cannot decompose t,
but NaCoDAE has cases for decomposing t, then SHOP
will cede control to NaCoDAE.
• Rule # 2: If NaCoDAE is in control, it has cases for
decomposing t whose pre-conditions are satisfied. If the
user applies one of them to decompose t, then NaCoDAE
retains control. If NaCoDAE has no cases to decompose t
or if the user decides not to apply any applicable case,
then if t is SHOP-decomposable, NaCoDAE will cede
control to SHOP.
If neither of these rules applies, then SiN backtracks, if
possible. If backtracking is impossible (e.g., because t is a
task in T), this planning process is interrupted and a failure
is returned.
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By continuing in this way, and assuming that the
process is not interrupted with a failure, SiN will eventually
yield a plan p (i.e., consisting only of primitive tasks).

cases in SiN augment the domain theory and, thus, provide
domain knowledge as do cases in many case-based planners
(e.g., [Hammond, 1986]).

6

7

Correctness of SiN

In this section we will assume that SiN performs ordered
task decomposition. That is, we assume that all tasks are
totally ordered and at each iteration, when refining a set of
tasks T’, SiN will start by decomposing the first task in T’.
A relaxation of this condition should be possible once we
modify SiN to include the extended version of SHOP that
can represent partial-order task relations [Nau et al, 2001].
If I is an incomplete domain theory and B is a case base
(i.e., a set of cases), then a domain theory D is consistent
with I∪B iff (1) every method and operator in I is an
instance of a method or operator in D and (2) for every case
C=(h,P,ST,Q) in B, there is a method M=(h’,P’,ST’) in D
such that h, P, and ST are instances of h’, P’ and ST’
respectively. Although many different domain theories
might be consistent with I∪B, in general we will not know
which of these is the one that produced I and B. However,
we can prove that SiN is correct in the sense that, if it
succeeds in outputting a plan, then that plan could have been
generated by SHOP using any domain theory consistent
with I∪B.
Proposition (Correctness of SiN). Let T be a collection of
tasks, S be an initial state, I be an incomplete domain theory,
and B be a case base, and let SiN(T,S,I,B) represent the
invocation of SiN with those items as inputs. Suppose that
SiN performs ordered task decomposition. Then:
(1) If SiN(T,S,I,B) returns a plan p, then for every domain
theory D consistent with I∪B, p is a solution plan for
the planning problem (T,S,D).
(2) If SiN(T,S,I,B) cannot find a plan, then there is a
domain theory D consistent with I∪B such that no
solution plan exists for (T,S,D).
The proof is done by induction on the number of iterations
of the SiN algorithm. The proof shows that each SiN task
decomposition in (T,S,I∪B) corresponds to a SHOP task
decomposition in (T,S,D). This is sufficient to prove
correctness because SHOP is known to be correct [Nau et
al., 1999]. We omit the details of the proof due to space
limitations.
This proposition suggests that cases in SiN supply two
kinds of knowledge: first, they provide control knowledge,
similar to the knowledge encoded in cases using
derivational replay when a complete domain theory is
available [Veloso, 1994; Ihrig & Kambhampati, 1994].
Because cases are instances of methods, applying a case is
comparable to a replay step in which the method selected to
decompose a task is the one in the case’s derivational trace.
The main difference is that, while cases in replay systems
correspond to a complete derivational trace, cases in SiN
correspond to a single step in the derivational trace. Second,
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Imperfect World Information

SiN uses NaCoDAE to dynamically elicit the world state,
which involves obtaining the user’s preferences. Depending
on the user’s answers, cases will get re-ranked. When
solving a task, the user can choose any of the cases,
independent of their ranking, provided that all their
preconditions are met. The preferences play a pivotal role in
determining plan quality due to the absence of a complete
domain theory.
Consider the following two simplified cases:
Case 1:
Head: selectTransport(ISB,NEOsite)
Preconditions: HelosAvailable(ISB)
Questions-Answer pairs: Weather conditions? Fine
Subtasks: Transport(ISB,NEOsite,HELOS)
Case 2:
Head: selectTransport(ISB,NEOsite)
Preconditions: groundTransportAvailable(ISB)
Questions-Answer pairs:
• Weather conditions? Rainy
• Imminent danger to evacuees? No
Subtasks: Transport(ISB,NEOsite,GroundTransport)
These cases both concern the selection of transportation
means between an intermediate staging base (ISB) and the
NEO site (NEOsite). The first case suggests using
helicopters provided that they are available at the ISB. The
second one suggests using ground transportation provided
that the corresponding transportation means are available at
the ISB. If the two cases are applicable, because both
preconditions are met, the answers given by the user will
determine a preference between them. For example if the
weather is rainy and there is no immediate danger for the
evacuees, NaCoDAE would suggest the second case. The
rationale behind this is that flying in rainy conditions is
risky. Thus, selecting ground transportation would be a
better choice.
8

Evaluation

Our experiments focused on the role of preferences in the
plan generation process in the context of incomplete world
state information and how they affect the quality of the
resulting plans. Towards this goal, we developed two
planning domains where the contents of the world state can
significantly impact choices during planning.
For these experiments, we encoded an automatic user
that dynamically provided preferences when asked by
NaCoDAE. The user provided preferences with a predefined bias (defined in the following sections) towards
certain kinds of solutions. The automatic user will always
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select the case with the highest similarity. In situations
where several candidate cases had the same highest
similarity, the automatic user selected one of them
randomly. The purpose was to observe whether the resulting
plans reflect the user’s bias despite the incomplete
information about the world state.

certain transportation mode, it does not imply that it was
always selected; world state conditions may prevent the use
of some travel modes for particular situations.

8.2

The NEO Planning Domain

The first domain was the personal travel domain. Its plans
concern traveling from locations in Washington, DC to
downtown New York City (NYC).
We encoded 7
transportation methods (3 inter- and 4 intra-city). Plans
consist of 3-5 planning segments. States indicate different
locations, whether connections between locations exists and
by which means, weather conditions, etc. The knowledge
base consists of 10 methods and 1 operator for SHOP and
40 cases for NaCoDAE.
Our personal travel plan evaluator can generate a
different time duration each time it is given a plan and world
state because of its non-deterministic execution. For each
run, it outputs whether the plan succeeded and, if so, the
trip's duration. A plan fails when segment delays cause a
late arrival for a segment requiring a fixed time departure
(e.g., an airplane flight). For each segment, we applied a
delay function that is influenced by world state conditions.
For example, a flight segment will incur a longer delay for
higher chances of large snow accumulation, especially on
holidays (i.e., high travel days). Segments are categorized
into short, medium, and long lengths, and delays can range
from 0 up to 4.5 times a segment's anticipated duration.
Smaller multiples are used for maximum delays for medium
(3.5) and long (2.5) duration segments.
We selected ten goals, corresponding to ten pairs of
departing and arrival locations in Washington, DC and
downtown NYC, respectively. For each goal, we generated
10 random world states, thus yielding 100 total planning
problems. SiN was then used to generate a plan for each
problem, thus yielding 300 plans. Each was executed 10
times by the plan evaluator, for a total of 3000 runs.

The second domain was the Noncombatant Evacuation
Operations Domain. Its plans involve performing a rescue
mission where troops are grouped and transported between
an initial location (the assembly point) and the NEO site
(where the evacuees are located). After the troops arrived at
the NEO site, evacuees are re-located to a safe haven.
Planning involves selecting possible pre-defined routes,
consisting of 4 segments each. The planner must also
choose a transportation mode for each segment. In addition,
other conditions were determined during planning such as
whether communication exists with State Department
personnel and the type of evacuee registration process.
SiN’s knowledge base included 6 operators, 22 methods,
and 51 cases.
As with the personal travel domain evaluator, the NEO
planning evaluator can generate a different output each time
it is given a plan and a world state because of its nondeterministic execution. For each run, it outputs the plan
execution duration, the time it took to reach the evacuees,
and the evacuee casualties. Similar to the personal travel
domain, we applied a delay function that is influenced by
world state conditions. The Neo Planning evaluator is more
complex than the personal travel evaluator because there are
more conditions that can affect the output variables and
these conditions may interact. For example, a small-sized
force will incur fewer delays because embarking troops in
the transportation means will take less time than for largesized forces. However, smaller force increase the chances of
hostile attacks, which if they occur will delay the operation.
We had a single task, to perform a NEO, and generated
100 random world states, thus yielding 100 planning
problems. SiN was then used to generate a plan for each
problem, thus yielding 200 plans, and each was executed 10
times by the plan evaluator for a total of 2000 runs.

Table 1: Results for the personal travel domain.

Table 2: Results for the NEO planning domain.

8.1

The Personal Travel Domain

Preference
Bus
Train
Plane

Duration
676
466
375

Price
85
176
338

Success
92.2%
94.3%
77.0%

Table 1 summarizes the results. When the user’s bias
was given towards taking the Bus for the intercity part of the
trip. This preference yields maximal (676 minutes)
durations, but has the cheapest price. On the other extreme,
when the Plane is the preferred means of transportation, the
duration is the shortest but the price is the most expensive.
The lowest success rate occurs for plane trips; it reflects
missing connections due to external factors such as the
weather. Although a bias expresses a preference for a
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Preference

Duration

Helicopter
Ground
Vehicle

38.5
48.1

Time to Reach
Evacuees
28.7
34.8

Evacuee
Casualties
11%
16%

Table 2 summarizes the results. The helicopter transport
preference yields plans that have shorter execution durations
(38.5 hours) and require less time to reach the evacuees
(28.7 hours). In addition, average casualties among
evacuees is less (11%), due mainly to the shorter time to
reach them, and land travel is generally riskier than air
travel. Still the number of casualties among evacuees is high
even with helicopters. This is due to the simple bias encoded
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in the simulated user. Human users could yield better (and
worse) plans by dynamically providing more sophisticated
preferences depending on the world state conditions.

8.3

Discussion

The experiments show the capabilities of SiN in allowing
the user to guide the planning process towards their
preferences while dynamically capturing world-state
conditions. Despite our use of simplistic simulated users, the
quality of the plans reflect the user’s bias.

9

Related Work

Table 3 compares seven different features of SiN to those of
other planning systems.
Table 3: Comparisons between different systems.
Conventions: Gen=Generative; CBP=Case-Based; MI=Mixed-initiative;
I=Interleaved
control
structure;
DK=Cases are used to supply domain knowledge; CK=Cases
are used to supply control knowledge.
System

SiN
CHEF
MI-CBP
NaCoDAE
Prodigy/
Analogy
SHOP
SIPE II

Gen

CBP

M-I

I

DK

√

√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√

√

CK

√
√
√

√

We first discuss the features shown in columns 2–5 of
Table 3. SHOP [Nau et al., 1999], as is typical of
generative planners, requires a complete domain theory.
CHEF [Hammond, 1989] and DIAL [Leake et al., 1997] are
case-based, but do not have a generative component, and
thus need a large case base to perform well across a wide
variety of problems. Prodigy/Analogy [Veloso, 1994],
DerSNLP [Ihrig & Kambhampati, 1994], and Paris
[Bergmann & Wilke, 1995] integrate generative and casebased planning, but require a complete domain theory and
are not mixed-initiative. SIPE II [Wilkins, 1998] is a mixedinitiative generative planner, but does not use cases.
NaCoDAE [Muñoz-Avila et al., 1999] is a mixed-initiative
case-based planner, but does not employ generative
planning.
At least three other integrated (case-based/generative),
mixed-initiative planners exist. MI-CBP [Veloso et al.,
1997], which extends Prodigy/Analogy, limits interaction to
providing it with user feedback on completed plans. Thus, it
must input, or learn thru feedback, a sufficiently complete
domain theory to solve problems. In contrast, SiN gathers
information it requires from the user through NaCoDAE
conversations, but does not learn from user feedback.
CAPlan/CbC [Muñoz-Avila et al., 1997] and Mitchell’s
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[1997] system use interaction for plan adaptation rather than
to acquire state information.
Among integrated case-based/generative planners,
SiN’s interleaved control structure is unique in that it allows
both subsystems to equally control the task decomposition
process. In contrast, other approaches either use heuristics
(Prodigy/Analogy; MI-CBP) or order case-based prior to
generative planning [DerSNLP; Mitchell, 1997], although
Paris does this iteratively through multiple abstraction
levels. Distinguishing the relative advantages of these
control strategies is an open research issue.
The final two columns of Table 3 refer to the types of
contributions made by cases in CBP systems. CHEF and
NaCoDAE both use cases to provide domain knowledge,
while Prodigy/Analogy uses cases for control knowledge
(i.e., determining which planning constructs to apply). In
contrast, SiN uses cases to both provide domain knowledge
(i.e., instances of methods) and control knowledge (i.e., it
allows the user selects which of these instance methods to
apply).
CaseAdvisor [Carrick et al., 1999], like SiN, integrates
conversational case retrieval with planning. While
CaseAdvisor applies pre-stored hierarchical plans to gather
information to solve diagnosis tasks, SiN instead uses its
case retriever to gather information and applies cases to
refine hierarchical plans.
Planning with incomplete information has been the
subject of frequent research in planning (e.g., [Golden et al.,
1996]). Typically, a distinction between sensing and
planning actions is made, where the former involve queries
to external information sources and the latter involves
inferencing steps. This is comparable to querying using
NaCoDAE and task refinement using SHOP.

10 Final Remarks
We presented the SiN algorithm for case-based HTN
planning. SiN was motivated by three requirements for
planning military operations: plans are hierarchical, there is
no complete domain theory explaining all possible courses
of action, and planners do not have complete information
about the current situation.
Our work includes the following contributions:
•

SIN is a provably correct algorithm for case-based
planning with incomplete domain theories.

•

SiN can tolerate incomplete world state information by
representing preferences in the cases. Our experimental
results show that a user can dynamically guide SiN by
giving preferences to it as part of the user’s normal
interaction with SiN during the planning process.

•

SiN provides a bridge between two classical approaches
for case-based planning, in which cases either provide
control knowledge or domain knowledge. In SiN, cases
provide both kinds of knowledge.
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•

SiN’s ability to combine both experiential and
generative knowledge sources can be beneficial in realworld domains where some processes are well known
and others are obscure but recorded memories exists on
how they were performed. Planning for NEOs is a
typical example of this type of domain. We have
integrated SiN into HICAP [Muñoz-Avila et al., 1999],
a system designed to support these kinds of operations.

Our creation of SiN was made possible because of the
similarity between NaCoDAE’s cases and SHOP’s methods.
For our future work, we want to further exploit this
similarity to ease knowledge acquisition for plan generation.
To this end, we have started working to create algorithms
for learning HTN methods automatically from cases.
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Abstract
In literature, the mediator architecture has been
proposed for taking information from distributed,
heterogeneous, and often dynamic sources and
making them work together as a whole. In this paper we propose a distributed case-based approach
for the main problem of a mediator, i.e. rewriting queries according to mediator’s schema. According to this approach we use a case memory as
mediator’s schema. Therefore, such a schema is
not static (as in other systems) but is dynamically
updated through the cooperation with information
sources and other mediators, strongly influenced by
the queries submitted by a consumer. From the
analysis of different cooperation strategies arises
that it is more efficient and effective for a mediator to directly cooperate with information sources,
when the sources are few. Otherwise, it is more efficient to cooperate with other mediators.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, information systems can be thought as collections
of information sources and information consumers that are
often distributed in world-wide networks. This means that
sources and consumers can be autonomous and thus are often heterogenous and dynamic. Information sources are heterogenous due to discrepancies at the physical level (different
DBMSs, software and hardware platforms), logical level (different data models), and conceptual level (different schemas,
concept and relation names).
Example 1.1 Figure 1 shows an example of three information sources about articles on computer science and their
authors. Let us suppose that the three sources receive the
.
can answer to
(it finds
query
a view that matches with
), whereas
and
can
not. Indeed, the schema of
is different (heterogeneity of schemas). Notice that, if we rewrite the query as
,
is able to answer since
is part of its schemas. For what
concerns
, it is not a matter of heterogeneity,
simply
does not have the required information.
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Information consumers are heterogeneous as well, since each
consumer may have different customization needs due to distinct business objectives. Moreover autonomous information
sources are dynamic, since they may be added to the system,
may become (temporarily or definitively) unavailable, or,
sometimes, may also vary their conceptual schemas. Information consumers are also dynamic. Indeed new consumers
can be inserted or removed. Furthermore, their information
needs can change very often. Our work deals with information integration in distributed, heterogeneous, and dynamic
information systems, i.e., constructing answers to query from
consumers. Our primary goal consists on rewriting a consumer’s query into queries to specific information sources.
In [M. Panti, L. Spalazzi, A. Giretti, 2000] we proposed a
distributed case-based approach to the problem of rewriting
queries. According to this approach we have a dynamic mediated schema (the case memory) instead of a static one (as in
other systems). Indeed, our mediator’s schema is dynamically
updated through the cooperation with information sources
and other mediators, strongly influenced by the queries submitted by a consumer. In this paper we focus on the cooperation strategies of the distributed case-based reasoner. Indeed,
we compare different strategies from a theoretical point of
view and discuss the results. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports the related work. An overview of
our work is provided in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes results about local query rewriting (i.e. when a query can be
reformulated by a single mediator). Section 5 describes the
distributed query rewriting (i.e., when a query can be reformulated only through cooperation among mediators) and discuss some theoretical results. Finally, some conclusions are
given in Section 6.

2 Related Work



Intelligent Information Integration (I ). The most significative approach to information integration relies on the so
called mediator architecture [Wiederhold, 1992]: an architecture with three-layers. A layer is devoted to information consumers, another layer is devoted to information sources, the
middle layer (i.e. the mediator) deals with the reformulation
of a given query in a set of queries, each targeted at a selected
source. Intuitively, such a reformulation would be equivalent
to the original query (i.e., denote the same set of instances).
Nevertheless, often this is not possible. Therefore, a query
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Figure 1: An example of information sources.
reformulation contained in (instead of equivalent to) the original query is considered adequate (see for example [Ullman,
1997; Beeri et al., 1997]). Furthermore, when a description
logic (e.g. [Borgida and Patel-Schneider, 1994]) is used as
data modeling and query language (e.g. [Beeri et al., 1997;
Kirk et al., 1995; Ullman, 1997]), the problem of query containment corresponds to the subsumption problem.
There are two basic approaches to intelligent information
integration: the procedural approach and the declarative approach. In the procedural approach (e.g., TSIMMIS [GarciaMolina et al., 1997]), mediators integrate information from
sources through ad-hoc procedures defined with respect to
a set of predefined information needs. When such needs or
sources change (i.e., we have a dynamic information system),
a new mediator must be generated. In the declarative approach (e.g., SIMS [Arens et al., 1993], Information Manifold [Kirk et al., 1995], and Infomaster [Duschka and Genesereth, 1997]), mediators use suitable mechanisms to rewrite
queries according to source descriptions. Usually, the proposed systems do not allow automatic adaptation of such descriptions when something changes.
Distributed Case-Based Reasoning (DCBR). A distributed
case-based reasoner [Prasad et al., 1996; Plaza et al., 1997]
learns by experience and cooperation how problems can be
solved. Therefore, it is appropriate for distributed and dynamic application domains, when it is impossible to have
predefined solutions. Nevertheless, as far as we know, its application to information integration is a novelty. In DCBR,
there are several agents; each agent has its own case memory
since it could have acquired its own independent problemsolving experiences. A new problem is solved through agent
cooperation. Indeed each agent reuses the local past case that
best contributes to the overall case. Description logic is applied to case-based reasoning (and thus DCBR) as well (e.g.
[Koehler, 1994]). Indeed, in case-based reasoning, subsumption becomes a powerful tool to automatically derive case hierarchies that can be used in case retrieval and case retention.

3

Work Overview

Our goal is to build an information system capable of interconnecting information consumers and sources. Previous approaches solve several problems concerned with distributed,
heterogeneous information systems. Their main limitation is
related to the capability of evolving according to dynamic
information systems. We propose (see also [M. Panti, L.
Spalazzi, A. Giretti, 2000]) a multi-agent system which is
based on a mediator architecture, i.e. mediators, sources, and
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consumers are agents. All the agents adopt a description logic
called C–C LASSIC [Borgida and Patel-Schneider, 1994] as
data modelling and query language. Indeed, subsumption in
C–C LASSIC can be computed in polynomial time.
In our work, the capability of a mediator agent to face heterogeneous and dynamic systems relies on a thesaurus and a
distributed case-based reasoner. Each mediator has its own
thesaurus in order to solve name heterogeneity. A thesaurus
is composed by a set of classes of synonyms. Each element
of a class has the reference to information sources that use it
as term. Every time a new query arrives, its terms are translated in standard terms by means of the thesaurus. The reverse process occurs when the rewritten query must be sent
to information sources. The thesaurus must be dynamically
updated when a change in the system occurs. The classes of
the thesaurus are modified by means of clustering. The explanation of this technique is out of the scope of the paper,
for more details we remind to [Diamantini and Panti, 1999].
Therefore, in the rest of the paper we assume that no name
heterogeneity occurs (i.e., the thesaurus has a maximum precision). Each mediator has also its own case-based reasoner
in order to solve heterogeneity of schemas and consumer’s
needs. Each case contains a query and the corresponding reformulation, and it is stored in the mediator’s case memory.
When a new query from the consumer arrives, the mediator
looks for past queries subsumed by the new one and adapts
the corresponding solutions in order to obtain a reformulation of the new query. This means that the mediated schema
is strongly influenced by the queries submitted by consumers
(mediator’s experience). When this experience does not help,
the mediator cooperates with other mediators and/or information sources. This approach allows the mediator to update its
schemas and therefore to take into account changes in information sources and consumer’s needs. This can be considered
a kind of distributed case-based reasoning.
In our system, information source agents1 are able to cooperate with mediators through a query reformulation based
on local schemas. Indeed each source is able to find a view
over its schema that is subsumed by an input query.
Example 3.1 Let us consider the distributed information system of Figure 1 (Example 1.1). According to the above
assumption, we consider that all the (concept and role)
names have been already translated by a thesaurus and
thus no name heterogeneity occurs. Nevertheless, conceptual schemas are different (as showed in Example 1.1).
1
Notice that when a source is a non-agent software, we need a
wrapper as interface between the source and the rest of the system.
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Local Query Rewriting

Generally speaking, a case is an arbitrary set of features
(attribute-value pairs). Some features are devoted to represent a problem (in our application the query to be reformulated) in order to make easier the retrieval of a past problem similar to the current situation. The rest of features are
devoted to represent the problem solution (the reformulated
query and information sources where the reformulated query
has been sent) to reuse it in the current problem. Furthermore, the problem of rewriting queries has a fundamental
condition that must be satisfied: the rewritten query must be
contained in the original query [Beeri et al., 1997; Ullman,
1997]. We use C–C LASSIC as a language for representing
queries and thus cases. The subsumption relation is used as
query containment and thus for case retrieval. According to
above considerations, a case is a structure as the following:
where
are information sources and
are queries to
respectively.
is a given query and
is its reformulation, i.e., a set of arbitrary combinations of
such that each element of
is subsumed
by . A collection of cases is called case memory. A terminology (i.e., a set of concept definitions and their relations) is
always associated to a case memory.
represent the top
and bottom concepts, respectively. The initial case memory
can be built as static mediated schemas of traditional mediators (e.g. SIMS [Arens et al., 1993]). In our system, the
added value is that the DCBR works to maintain updated such
a schema.
Example 4.1 Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the case memory
and the terminology of a mediator of Example 3.1.
Query Retrieval. Every time a new query arrives, it is inserted in the terminology and classified by means of subsumption. If there exists a past problem equal to the new
query, then its solution can be used as solution for the new
query. Otherwise, the solutions of past problems that are subsumed by the new query can be used as solution for the new
problem. The closest to the new query the retrieved cases
are, the best the solutions are. This drives us to the notion of
problems maximally contained in the new query. This notion
as
allows the definition of the retrieval function
a set of conjunctions of concepts (
) of the given terminology ( ). For each conjunction of concepts there does
not exist another conjunction of concepts of the same terminology (
) such that
.
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Example 4.2 Let us suppose to have
as
input query in Example 4.1. Applying the retrieval function
we obtain:
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) simply copies past solutions of past problems returned by the retrieval function.
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Now we have all the building blocks to define the local
reuse algorithm ( z N ). Such an algorithm decomposes
}
each consumer’s query in basic components, applies the baExample 4.3 Applying the basic reuse algorithm to Example
2
4.2, we obtain:

sic reuse algorithm to each component, and finally assembles
the corresponding results (a more detailed description can be
found in [M. Panti, L. Spalazzi, A. Giretti, 2000]).

4.4 Let us suppose to have      
 
Example

as input query in Example 4.1. Applying the reuse
  {L|
algorithm we obtain:
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Notice that this is just one possible answer, another mediator with a different case memory may rewrite the query in a
different way and thus return a different answer.
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It is easy to prove that each element of
and
is subsumed by . Therefore, a reformulation is
contained in the original query as required in the definition of
.
case. Finally, notice that in general
Query Evaluation. When the mediator has a reformulation
of the received query, it must send such a reformulation to
related information sources and wait for their answers.
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Failures. We have a local failure in query reuse when a mediator is not able to rewrite a given query  , i.e., #" z    3 .
}
This means that the mediator’s case memory contains no past
cases that can be used to reformulate  . Usually this is due
Example 4.5 The evaluation of
consists on querying sources , , and
with
,
, and
respectively, and integrating the related answers. The
semantics of concepts helps us on integrating the answers.
Let
,
, and
be
answers from
,
, and
respectively, then the answer to
is:
.

to the fact that it is the first time that the consumer formulates
such a query, i.e., the consumer has a new information need.
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means that each element of
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Figure 3: An example of terminology.





Example 4.6 Let us consider the case memory
of Example 4.1 and the query
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Furthermore, we have a local failure in query evaluation
when a mediator sends a rewritten query to related sources
and receives at least an empty answer. This means that the
case memory of the mediator is not updated. Typically, an
information source has been removed from the system or
changed its schema.
has
Example 4.7 Let us suppose that source
been (perhaps temporarily) removed, then the evaluation of the reformulated query in Example 4.4
fails.
Indeed
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Distributed Query Rewriting

Even if a local failure (in query reuse or evaluation) occurs,
the distributed case-based reasoning has still a possibility of
solving the problem by means of cooperation with other mediators and sources. Notice that this provides the system the
most important way of learning. Indeed, if the query is reformulated, the new rewritten query and/or the new sources
can be stored as a new case. In such a way the mediator can
support dynamic information systems. Furthermore, it does
not need to maintain consistent its case memory every time
something changes, but only when a consumer sends a query
that fails. Therefore, the distributed information system is
not overloaded with consistency maintenance operations, that
usually are time consuming. On the contrary, traditional mediation systems can only update mediated schema with expensive hand-made procedures.
Cooperation strategies can be classified according to three
parameters: partners, queries, and answers. In the following we describe such strategies, we also analyse them (from
a theoretical point of view), since the choice of the right cooperation strategy is crucial for effectiveness and efficiency,
and discuss the results.
Partners. When a mediator (say ) fails, it can cooperate
with other mediators asking them to rewrite a query according to their own case memories. If they succeed,
can store
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the result as a new case in its case memory. The mediators involved in this strategy can be all the mediators of the system,
just mediators that have never been in touch with M, or mein the past. The
diators that successfully cooperated with
mediator
can directly cooperate with information sources
as well. This strategy can involve all the sources (it is very
expensive), sources responsible of the local failure (this strategy takes into account changes of schemas), recently added
sources (this strategy takes into account new sources), or
the sources that successfully cooperated with
in the past
(when a user has a new information need, the application of
this strategy supposes that the new need involves the same
sources of the past). Each source classifies the query and returns the subsumed concepts. Let us analyse such strategies
focusing on recall and precision ratios in order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the strategy. We also evaluate the information
redundancy that such strategies produce.
First, let us consider a mediator
that cooperates with
other mediators, sends them the original query, and asks for
receiving a rewritten query. This strategy has a possible disadvantage that another mediator can send a wrong rewriting.
This fact has harmful consequences on the precision, as stated
by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 Let
be information sources. Let
be a view of
. is represented as a case memory
be two mediators such that
that does not change. Let ,
interacts with
when
fails. Let
be the case
memory of
after interactions with . Then
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In the above theorem, Ç A z 
} denotesÅ the case memory of
the mediator  (e.g. see Figure 2). denotes the information need of a given consumer, i.e., it is the schema to which
Ç Adz  } must converge. Such a theorem statesÅ that when the
mediator Æ sends a rewriting that is part of the recall and
Å

the precision grow, otherwise the recall does not change and
the precision decreases. This means that is crucial the choice
of what and how many mediators to cooperate with. Another
possible disadvantage of such a strategy is that asymptotically
all the mediators may have the same case memory, i.e. this
strategy produces a certain redundancy. This result is a consequence of the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.2 Let , be two mediators such that
interacts with when
fails. Let
be the case memory of
after interactions with . Let
be the case memory
of such that it does not change while interacts with .
Then
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The above theorem states that the case memory of
converges to the case memory of
when
cooperates with
. This seems to suggest that when the mediator cooperates
with other mediators it would directly ask data instead of the
rewritten query. This would allow any mediator to maintain
its expertise and avoid redundancy.
As a second strategy, let us consider a mediator
that
directly cooperates with information sources, sends them the
original query, and receives the rewritten query (and eventually the data). This strategy guarantees a given consumer
that the mediator
converges to the consumer’s information
need. Indeed it is possible to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.3 Let
be information sources. Let
be a view of
. is represented as a case memory
that does not change. Let
be a mediator such that
interacts with
when it fails. Let
be the
case memory of after interactions with
. Then



The above theorem states that the mediator will asymptotically satisfy the information need of a given consumer (denoted by ). Indeed, under the hypothesis that no name heterogeneity occurs (see Section 3), it is impossible that the
source has wrong schemas. Therefore, the information source
has either the right answer or no answer at all. This means
that the choice of sources to cooperate with is crucial only
for efficiency of the system, i.e. how fast the mediator’s case
memory converges to user’s needs.
Example 5.1 In the situation of Example 4.7, let us suppose
that the mediator chooses to look for new sources and cooperate with them. Let us suppose that
is a new information
source which contains ACM publications and has the following concepts in its schema:
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The mediator decomposes the query
and
sends each component to
.
For example, when
receives
, it looks
for maximally contained concepts and obtains
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Queries. Cooperation strategies can also be classified according to queries. Indeed
can send the query as received by
the consumer (this is a strategy that takes into account the
new user’s need). It can send the retrieved query (if any),
i.e. the problem returned by the retrieval function (this is a
strategy that takes into account the need of maintaining consistent the mediator’s case memory). Finally, the mediator
can send the reformulated query (if any). In the latter case
the “approximation of the solution grows”, as stated by the
following theorem.
Theorem 5.4 Let
be the original query. Let
be one of the past queries retrieved by . Let
be one of the reformulations of
used by
as
rewriting of . Let be the mediator or source that cooperates with . Let
be the query rewritten by if
receives as input query. Then
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As a consequence, the solution returned by Æ is more distant
from  than  when  does not send the original query.

Cooperation strategies can also be classified depending on
the fact that the query can be sent as it is or be decomposed in
basic components. This second strategy is applicable since it
is straightforward to prove that the following theorem holds
when we use C-C LASSIC:
be queries.
Let
Theorem 5.5 Let
be the user’s query. Let
be the mediator
or source that cooperates with . Let
be the query
rewritten by if receives as input query. Then
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The theorem above states that  does not need to decom-

pose a query before its sending, since the query is directly
decomposed by partners. This suggests that decomposition is
convenient (efficient) only if
failed to reformulate / evaluate just some components of the query.
Answers. Finally, cooperation strategies can be classified according to answers.
can ask for rewriting the query. Its
goal is to update its case memory with a rewritten query obtained from its collaborators.
can also ask for data that answer the query. In such a situation, it stores in the case memory the addresses of the mediators/sources that answered. We
can analyse such strategies depending on partners. Table 1
reports the results of cooperation with only one agent. We
assume that such an agent (say a source or a mediator )
does not change while the strategy is in progress. We also
suppose that has
in its case memory. For
each strategy, Table 1 reports the new case that
stores in
its case memory, the set of instances related to the reformulation, the number of messages to obtain instances of (when
receives
the first time and the next time), and the results about redundancy (see Theorem 5.2). When we consider cooperation with mediators, it seems more efficient to
ask for a rewriting, since
interacts with
only the first
time, the next time
directly interacts with . On the other
hand, the strategy of requiring data does not produce redundancy, even if it is less efficient. Notice that, for what concerns such evaluation parameters, the strategy of cooperating
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Partner

Answer

Source ( )
“
Mediator ( )
“

Rewriting
Data
Rewriting
Data

§

ÿ

New Case

ôhý +õ § ¨"©.þ
hô ý ý
hô ý õ+§ ¨"õ ©.þ
ôhý õ ý

ª ý ¬Bõ+§dö
õN§dö
ª ý ¬Bõ+§dö
õÿ ö

¯þ
¯ þþ
¯þ

ªh§
ªh§
ªh§
¯ ªh§

Data

0¨ ©3þ ª ý ?¬ ¬
¨0© þ ª ýý ¬?¬
¨0©3þ ª ý ¬?¬
¨0©3þ ª ¬?¬

No. of messages.
1st. time Next time
4
2
2
2
4
2
4
4

Redundancy
No
No
Yes
No

Table 1: A comparison of different cooperation strategies.
with sources requiring data seems to be the most appropriate
when the number of sources is comparable to the number of
mediators.

6

Conclusions

We considered the problem of rewriting queries by means of
distributed case-based reasoning. As far as we know, this
is a novel approach. This allows us to have dynamic mediated schemas instead of static ones. We showed that a
real dynamic mediator is obtained by means of distributed
query reformulation, i.e., cooperation with other mediators
and sources. Thanks to this approach, the mediator is able to
be updated when sources and consumers are added/removed
or change their schemas/needs. This operation is performed
only when a consumer sends a query that fails and not every
time something changes. This allows us to avoid of overloading the distributed information system with expensive consistency maintenance operations. In distributed case-based
reasoning, the choice of the right cooperation strategy is crucial. We hinted several possible strategies and discussed their
advantages. From such an analysis arises that we can obtain
good results for effectiveness and efficiency when a mediator
directly cooperates with information sources when the number of information sources is small. Otherwise, the most efficient strategy is the cooperation with other mediators. Finally,
notice that the choice of C–C LASSIC is appropriate since the
algorithm complexity for query retrieval and reuse is polynomial.
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Abstract
One advantage of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is
the relative ease of constructing and maintaining
CBR systems, especially as a number of commercial CBR tools are available. However, there are
areas of CBR that current tools have not yet addressed. One of these is easing or automating the
acquisition of adaptation knowledge. Since tasks
like design or planning typically require a significant amount of adaptation, CBR systems for these
tasks still do not fully benefit from CBR’s promise
of reducing the development effort. To address
this, we have developed several “knowledge-light”
methods for learning adaptation knowledge from
the cases in the case-base. These methods perform
substitutional adaptation, for both nominal and numerical values, and are suitable for decomposable
design problems, in particular formulation and configuration. Tests performed on a tablet formulation domain show promising results. The automatic
adaptation methods we present can easily be incorporated in general-purpose CBR tools, thus further
contributing to reducing the cost of CBR systems.

1 Introduction
The popularity of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) can be attributed to a number of factors. One of these is CBR’s ability
to cope with ill-defined problem domains by basing solutions
to new problems on solutions that worked in the past. Given
a new problem, a CBR system retrieves a set of similar problems from a case-base of previously solved problems. The retrieved problems provide ballpark solutions to the new problem; if needed, they can be adapted to fit the new problem
better. This final solution can be reviewed and stored in the
case-base to improve future performance if appropriate. This
ability to learn is an important advantage of CBR.
A further advantage of CBR is the relative ease of constructing and maintaining CBR systems, especially as a number of commercial CBR tools are available. However, this
advantage applies mainly to CBR systems relying on retrieval
for finding solutions, e.g., many systems for classification and
 This work is supported by EPSRC grant GR/L98015.
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estimation tasks. This is because current CBR tools concentrate only on certain aspects of building a CBR system:
automating construction of the case-base, defining retrieval,
and implementing the user interface. Although the tools usually also provide some basic facilities for coding adaptation
rules, they do not provide means of automating the task of
acquiring adaptation knowledge. This means that CBR systems for more complex tasks, like planning or design, can be
developed relatively easily only if their need for automatic
adaptation can be eliminated (or reduced) by either having a
large number of cases or by using the system in a decisionsupporting role where adaptation is performed by an expert.
Recent developments in CBR tools seem to have concentrated on increasing their possible field of application: improving the way they interface with data-base systems, facilitating their deployment in web environments, increasing
portability, and improving case representation. However, so
far, commercial systems provide few facilities for automating the process of constructing competent case-bases, optimising retrieval with the goal of retrieving most useful cases,
and, in particular, automating the acquisition of adaptation
knowledge. These issues are now being addressed in recent
research: Smyth and McKenna [1999] aim to build compact
competent case-bases, Jarmulak et al. [2000] introduce ways
of automatically optimising retrieval, and Wilke et al. [1997]
consider knowledge-light approaches for learning adaptation
suitable for incorporation into CBR tools.
In this paper we present a selection of generic methods
suitable for automating the acquisition of adaptation knowledge for configuration and formulation tasks, a subclass of
design tasks. We begin by placing our work in the context
of related research in CBR. Then, we describe the methods
that we have implemented for automated acquisition of adaptation knowledge from cases in the case-base, and show how
the acquired knowledge is used in adaptation. After that, we
present our test domain and the results of our experiments,
before drawing conclusions and discussing further research.

2 Context & Related Work
We are interested in automating the acquisition of adaptation
knowledge for case-based design, in particular for configuration or formulation tasks, where the final solution consists
of a more-or-less constant number of components with relatively limited interactions between them. The solution is
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Figure 1: Solving a decomposable configuration problem.

usually determined by finding the correct “fillers” for components, as well as deciding the values of “filler” parameters.
Examples of this type of task are: tablet formulation [Craw et
al., 1998], formulation of rubber compounds for tires [Bandini and Manzoni, 2000], and PC configuration [Stahl and
Bergmann, 2000].
In general, finding a solution for a design problem is made
more tractable if the task can be decomposed. Figure 1 contrasts a) a single step retrieval with two multi-step retrievals
where, either b) multiple retrievals are merged, or c) the solution retrieved in one cycle informs the retrieval in the next cycle. Decomposition has special advantages for CBR design,
because it allows the use of multiple cases. This results in better problem space coverage, and is important for the sparse
case-bases typical of CBR design systems. This is demonstrated in the CBR systems Déjà Vu [Smyth and Cunningham, 1992] and EADOCS [Netten and Vingerhoeds, 1996].
Configuration and formulation tasks are in particular suitable
for solving by decomposition; e.g., our C BRT FS uses decomposition for tablet formulation [Craw et al., 1998]. C BRT FS
makes use of the fact that the interaction between solution
components is not strong, and that there is a difference in
the degree to which the choice of the different components
is subject to constraints. Thus it performs a sequential retrieval/adaptation (Figure 1c), proceeding from the most constrained to the least constrained components. Using the solutions to “earlier” subproblems, when searching for solutions
to “later” subproblems, achieves good results, while keeping
the complexity manageable.
The difficulty of acquiring adaptation knowledge was identified early in CBR research [Kolodner, 1991]. However,
overall, little research has been done on automating acquisition or learning adaptation knowledge. Hanney and Keane
[1997] have implemented a CBR system that estimates property values, and learns adaptation rules from cases stored in
its case-base. DIAL [Leake et al., 1996] also learns adaptation knowledge, in this case for a CBR planning system. It
stores previous successful adaptation strategies that combine
domain independent abstract adaptation rules with search
procedures for domain specific information.
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There are simple adaptation methods suitable for adjusting a single numeric solution. These methods make use of
lazy learning to acquire their adaptation knowledge, i.e., at
the point of retrieval they look at neighbouring cases to determine the amount of adaptation required. The simplest such
method is weighted voting. Another example of simple adaptation is the difference heuristic of McSherry [1998]. This
heuristic compensates for differences in feature values between the problem and the best matching case by searching
for case pairs with the same difference in corresponding features. The major restriction of this method is the assumption
that the estimated value is approximated well by an additive
function. This severely limits its application area.
Wilke et al. [1997] present a framework for learning adaptation knowledge using knowledge-light approaches. Simple
algorithms, like optimisation or inductive learning, can make
use of the knowledge contained in the case-base, the similarity measure, and possibly already existing adaptation knowledge, to learn or improve adaptation knowledge. Wilke et al.
suggest that one can consider optimisation of the k parameter in weighted voting as an example of learning adaptation
knowledge; we view this as learning retrieval knowledge [Jarmulak et al., 2000]. Such knowledge-light methods can not
only be used for estimation or other simple CBR tasks, but
can also be usefully applied for design tasks, especially if the
design can be decomposed into subtasks, as is often the case
with configuration or formulation.
Because we are interested in methods of learning adaptation knowledge that are suitable for implementation in
general-purpose CBR tools, simpler, knowledge-light methods, like those described by Hanney and Keane and Wilke et
al. seem more suitable, as opposed to the more powerful, but
also more complex, methods used in DIAL. In the following,
we use several knowledge-light approaches to acquire adaptation knowledge for a formulation task.

3 Adaptation
Adaptation methods in CBR are typically classified in the following 3 categories: substitutional adaptation substitutes or
modifies a parameter in the solution; transformational adap-
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tation involves structural changes to the solution; and generative adaptation redoes the reasoning process that led to a
solution [Smyth and Cunningham, 1993]. In this paper we are
interested in substitutional adaptation, which lends itself best
for automatic knowledge acquisition. The other two methods,
often used in design tasks, present more difficulties as far as
knowledge acquisition is concerned. However, a decomposable design task allows the adaptation to be decomposed into
simpler adaptation subtasks, often suitable for substitutional
types of adaptation.

3.1
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Learning Adaptation Knowledge

The adaptation learning methods we present extract adaptation knowledge from the case data. We propose methods suitable for predicting values for nominal as well as numeric features; we call these targets. Both are needed in configuration
or formulation tasks where often the nominal-valued types of
components are determined first, and then their numeric parameters are estimated.
Constructing Adaptation Cases
One method we use to extract knowledge that is then used
for adaptation, performs leave-one-out retrieval experiments
and constructs “adaptation cases”. Figure 2 illustrates how
each of the cases is used as a probe case. After retrieving the
most-similar case(s) from the reduced case-base, the probe
and similar cases are analysed to construct an adaptation case
that will be used to adapt the proposed solution from the similar case into the correct known solution for the probe case.
The way that adaptation cases for numeric targets are constructed is illustrated in Figure 3. We store differences between the problem features of the probe and retrieved cases,
and the difference between their solutions. This is sufficient
if we expect a uniform dependency between the solution difference and the problem differences over the whole problem
space. If, however, the dependency differs in various parts
of the problem space, then it is advisable to include also the
problem features of the probe and the proposed solution from
the retrieved case, as shown in Figure 3.
For nominal targets our adaptation cases are used to predict
whether the solution to a probe case proposed by a retrieved
case is a good solution. The construction of an adaptation
case for nominal targets is illustrated in Figure 4. Firstly, the
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Figure 3: Adaptation cases for numeric targets.

adaptation case must contain data describing the problem features of the probe and the solution proposed by the retrieved
case. Because we are dealing with a design task, it may also
be possible to include two other types of data in the adaptation case. One type of information is an estimate (est) of
important properties of the final design that make use of the
proposed solution. We estimate these properties using C BRE ,
a CBR system with the same case-data but with a different target and a more instantiated probe. The final type of information that can be included in the adaptation case is simpler to
obtain. Given the predicted solution we determine feature(s)
from the problem description (rel) which are related to that
particular solution. An example from the tablet formulation
domain would be chemical stability of a drug (part of problem
description) with the chosen component (proposed solution).
Constructing Preference-Profiles
In the method of constructing adaptation cases shown in Figure 4, we estimated values of some design properties (est)
and found some features (rel) related to the proposed solution. When placed in the adaptation case they are used to
determine the correctness of the solution. But we can also
use these values without constructing adaptation cases. We
assume that the values of est & rel actually occurring in
cases correspond to an acceptable range of values for designs,
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Figure 6: Problem differences to adapt numeric solutions.

and construct “preference profiles” for these features which
reflect the distribution of est & rel in the case data. Figure 5 shows an example of a profile for the estimated feature tYP: a “frequency distribution” of the values of tYP in
the case-data. Such profiles can be also interpreted as membership functions for a fuzzy concept “preference”. Profiles,
once constructed, are then used to estimate the “quality” of
suggested solutions. The assumption is that values occurring
often in the actual case-data are preferable. Looking at the
profile in Figure 5, suppose two nearest neighbours, whose
similarity to the problem case are virtually equal, have different solutions, one resulting in an estimated tYP of 130, and
the other with equal to 530. We would choose the first solution with the higher preference tYP.

Nominal Targets
Figure 7 shows how we can use information about the estimated correctness/quality of the solution in adaptation. The
working cycle of the presented system is as follows: (1) given
a new problem we retrieve cases from the case-base, these
cases give us suggested solutions; (2) we estimate the correctness of the suggested solutions applied to our problem; (3) if
the estimate of correctness suggest a high possibility of the
solution being correct we return this solution; (4) otherwise,
we store this solution with its correctness estimate, and (5) repeat retrieval, but this time ignoring all cases with the solution
values which have already been tried out; (6) if all possible
solutions have been tried without finding a really good one
we will return the one that had the highest estimated correctness, giving preference to the solutions that were retrieved
first (the nearest neighbours of the problem case). This approach might look like a search, however, the aspect distinguishing it is the order in which the solutions are tried – this
order is determined by case similarity as defined by retrieval.
In this “iterative-adaptation” method the quality of a solution can be estimated using preference profiles; PP ROF in
Figure 7. To use the profiles, first, we have to obtain values of
est & rel as we did to construct nominal adaptation cases
in Figure 4. If several profiles are used then their values can
be combined using a weighted sum. If we consider “preference profiles” as fuzzy membership functions then their values can be combined using a fuzzy A ND operator, e.g., a minimum or a product.
Figure 7 also shows solution correctness being estimated
using a C BRA system containing adaptation cases like those
in Figure 4, instead of PP ROF. In this method, we use a combination of the case similarity and the accuracy of the leaves
of the case-base index to give us a numeric estimate of the
correctness of the solution.

preference
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Figure 5: Preference profile.

3.2

Applying Adaptation Knowledge

Now we describe how adaptation cases or preference profiles
are used in adaptation. Adaptation cases are applied in a CBR
system to determine the adaptation actions. Another possibility would be to induce decision trees to decide the correctness
of a nominal solution or to suggest an approximate adjustment for a numeric solution. We could also use other methods, e.g., induce adaptation rules [Hanney and Keane, 1997].
Numeric Targets
Adapting values of numeric targets, is conceptually simple,
Figure 6. Given the differences between the problem and the
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4 Experiments and Results
We have tested these adaptation methods on a simple design
task – tablet formulation [Craw et al., 1998]. The design
of a new tablet involves identifying inert substances called
excipients to balance the properties of the drug so that the
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tablet is manufactured in a robust form, and the desired dose
of drug is delivered and absorbed by the patient. Excipients
play the role of fillers, binders, lubricants, disintegrants and
surfactants in the tablet. Furthermore, a formulation specifies
the quantity of each of the added excipients. The difficulty
of the formulation task arises from the need to select a set
of excipients compatible with the drug, whilst at the same
time satisfying a variety of soft and hard constraints. Current tablet formulation practice suggests that this design task
is decomposable into subtasks consisting of the choice of excipient component plus determining the excipient amount. It
is possible to find a sequence in which the components will
be determined, from the most constrained, filler, to the least
constrained, surfactant, so that most tablets can be formulated
without the need to backtrack in the formulation process.
We conducted adaptation experiments on a case-base containing 156 formulations. Table 1 shows the results for all
tablet formulation components, except those where retrieval
with no adaptation already achieves 100% accuracy. Entries
of the form “–” indicate there was no gain from adaptation.
The table shows the accuracy as measured by the percentage
of acceptable solutions for default CBR retrieval and our automatically optimised retrieval [Jarmulak et al., 2000]. It also
shows the gains from using adaptation cases (C BRA ). For
nominal targets, the gains from preference profile adaptation
(PP ROF) are shown in brackets. The accuracies and gains
are averaged over repeated cross-validation experiments that
separate the available data into case-data and test problems.
We can see that for several tablet formulation subtasks
learned adaptation did indeed bring improvements. We were
especially interested in improving the results for the three
tasks for which optimised retrieval with no adaptation had
accuracies below 90%. Therefore, we are pleased with the
improvements in the tabletSRS and binder prediction. For
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C BRA /
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retrieval
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adaptation
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adaptation
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filler
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disinteg.

68.7
30.1
93.5
85.8
95.9
88.0
79.7
70.3

— (—)
5.4 (11.1)
1.9 (2.4)
9.8
—
0.8
1.1
—

80.8
39.2
96.7
99.9
99.4
97.4
96.2
76.4

— (—)
4.9 (9.9)
0.7 (—)
0.1
—
0.6
0.3
3.8

filler
binder
lubricant
tYPfiller
tSRS

Table 1: Percentage Accuracy and Adaptation Gain
the latter task, we notice that the PP ROF method gives much
better results than C BRA . Preference profiles capture the notion of optimality directly, representing the distribution of
feature values for a given prediction; C BRA relies on more
local feedback. Moreover, preference profiles are less susceptible to data over-fitting since their knowledge is based on
larger training sets.
Because no gains were achieved for the filler excipient
task, we analysed this task more closely by looking at the
index trees of the C BRA system, see Figure. 8. Our expert
confirmed that parts of the index reflected correct domain
knowledge. All est. tSRS nodes correctly capture the preference for tablets with low SRS. However, other nodes were
incorrect, mainly due to the lack of sufficient training examples (adaptation cases). For example, the second level nodes
under CCA and MAN are obviously incorrect, and the nodes
labelled filler related represent the opposite of the domain
knowledge. It is encouraging that the knowledge contained
in the case-base index was so easy to interpret. It is also easy
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to make corrections to the index. This suggests that learning adaptation knowledge should be followed by a review
and refinement of that knowledge by a domain expert. This
would still require considerably less effort than acquiring all
the adaptation knowledge from the expert.
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Figure 8: Example case-base index for C BRA .

5 Conclusions & Future Work
Our research has identified several “knowledge-light” methods of learned adaptation suitable for implementation in general purpose CBR tools. The tool’s adaptation phase must
allow the preference profile or C BRA systems to be invoked
and repeated retrieval to be undertaken. Since both adaptation
methods are based around cases, the CBR tool itself could be
the adaptation platform.
The methods described are suitable for decomposable design tasks as illustrated by our tablet formulation problem.
For these adaptation subproblems we have developed effective methods for learning adaptation knowledge. These methods are generic and particularly suited to component-based
design because they use constraints and optimality of the
components. Tasks other than design may also benefit; features describing the suitability of a proposed solution would
be used as the estimated feature.
In our experiments, we found that, depending on the task,
different methods, like PP ROF or C BRA , may bring better results. This is in part due to the inherent differences in the
design tasks: some may be guided mainly by a search for optimal components while others may use constraints to reject
unsuitable components. We therefore think that CBR tools
should be equipped with a choice of learned adaptation methods, from which the user selects those giving better results.
An important advantage of the methods presented here is
that the acquired knowledge is relatively easy to interpret, e.g,
the adaptation cases, the C BRA systems that use them, and the
adaptation profiles. Our further research will concentrate on
refining acquired knowledge. We intend to study methods of
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presenting the learned adaptation knowledge to an expert, in
order to obtain, and then process, expert feedback with the
goal of further improving the CBR adaptation stage.
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